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1. Introduction 

Domain names are vital components of organizations having any on line business activity. Since the 
economic sports at the Internet are growing each day, the usefulness and reason of domains 
cannot be ignored. These days, domains aren't simply names of web sites of various entities; 
however function commercial enterprise identifiers and promoters. Some might also additionally 
discuss with domains because the on line equivalents of trademarks. However, perspectives vary 
on if domains need to take delivery of the identical remedy below regulation as trademarks. 

2. Domain name: 

Domain names are person pleasant and smooth to keep in mind addresses that net surfers use to 
discover any internet site. A area call pretty simply may be known as an  on-line identity  of one s 
business. Technically speaking, due to the fact the Internet is primarily based totally on IP 
addresses, each internet server calls for a Domain Name System (DNS) server to translate domains 
into IP addresses. Each internet site has a website call that serves as an address that is used to get 
right of entry to the internet site. Domain names are usually [xyz] observed 
by .com; .org; .gov; .net; .in; etc. The Bombay High Court in People Interactive (India) Pvt. Ltd. vs. 
Vivek  Pahwa & Ors held,   it [domain name] is the Internet equal of a bodily or terrestrial address. 
It directs a consumer to a specific a part of the Web wherein a site call registrant shops and 
presentations his information, and gives his services.  

3. Trademarks 

A trademark is  a mark able to being represented graphically and that is able to distinguishing the 
products or offerings of one individual from the ones of others and can consist of form of goods, 
their packaging and mixture of colors." 

A mark consists of a device, brand, heading, label, ticket, name, signature, word, letter, numeral, 
form of items, packaging or mixture of colors or one of these combinations The registered owner of 
an indicator obtains the proper to completely use the mark in recognize of his items and offerings 
that serve to differentiate his merchandise from the ones of his competition in trade. Trade mark 
additionally allow clients to partner the items/offerings they need to avail with a unique mark. 

Therefore, in essence, a hallmark and area call serve the identical characteristic as  identifiers.  But, 
in contrast to emblems, the manner of obtaining a site call entails no exam as to whether or not the 
area call is special or able to distinguishing itself. Descriptive phrases or maybe names of humans 
may be registered as area names. Some corporations additionally use their registered emblems as 
area names. On the opposite hand, as soon as a site call has been chosen, the holder also can 
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observe to gain trademark safety so that it will save you others from the use of the call. In the 
absence of a particular regulation governing area names, Trade mark Law is carried out for the 
same. 

4. Domain names as Trademarks 

Domain names may be registered as logos upon pleasurable all of the situations which might be 
required to be registered as a trademark. 

Hence, any area call that's unique, able to figuring out itself and distinguishing its items and 
offerings from the ones of others and acts as a dependable supply identifier of worried items and 
offerings at the internet can be registered as a trademark. 

A dispute had arisen earlier than the Supreme Court in Satyam Infoway Ltd. vs. Siffynet Solutions, 
as to whether or not domains are recognizable as highbrow property, inclusive of trademarks. The 
courtroom docket held,  The unique function of a website call changed into no question to offer an 
cope with for computer systems at the net. But the net has advanced from a trifling way of 
communique to a method of wearing on business activity. With the boom of business interest at 
the net, a website call is likewise used as a enterprise identifier. Therefore, the area call now no 
longer simplest serves as a cope with for net conversation however additionally identifies the 
unique net site, and distinguishes unique agencies or offerings of various companies. Consequently, 
a website call as an deal with must, of necessity, be odd and particular and in which a website call 
is utilized in reference to a business, the fee of keeping an distinct identification will become 
critical. As an increasing number of industrial companies exchange or promote it their presence at 
the web, domains have turn out to be an increasing number of precious and the capability for 
dispute is high." 

In a extra current judgment, in 2017, the Calcutta High Court in Rajat Agarwal vs. Spartan Online, 
mentioning the Satyam case held that a site call is selected as  an device of industrial corporation 
now no longer simplest as it helps the capacity of clients to navigate the Internet to discover web 
sites they're searching for, however additionally on the identical time, serves to become aware of 
and distinguish the enterprise itself, or its items or services, and to specify its corresponding 
Internet location.  The Court went directly to country that a website call should always be ordinary 
and precise to the business, as maintaining  an  exclusive  identity  was  critical.  However,  not like 
the Satyam case, the courtroom docket did now no longer restrain the Defendants from the usage 
of spartanpoker.com looking at that the Plaintiffs handiest registered the area call however did 
now no longer spend on growing the internet page, change get dressed and designing of the mark 
and associated prices for its registration. 

5. Protection of domain names in India 

The domains as emblems or carrier marks are registered and guarded on the complete worldwide 
degree supremely with the aid of using most effective one agency that is ICANN [Internet 
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers] together with the countrywide and worldwide 
safety beneath the without delay worried  countrywide Trademark Law and numerous 

 International Trademark Treaties of the world. 

 In India, domains can be granted safety as an indicator or provider mark beneath the    provisions 
of Trademarks Act, 1999 (hereinafter stated as  the Act ), supplied that the area call fulfils all 
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necessities to be well registered beneath the Act (as enumerated above). Once registered, the 
registered owner of a website call may have all the ones valid rights and government that are 
generally availed with the aid of using the proprietors of registered logos or offerings marks in 
India. This additionally consists of the proper to sue for infringement or passing off. 

For infringement : Any individual violating a site call that's registered as a legitimate and 
subsisting trademark below the Indian Trademark Law could be held answerable for infringement 
of Trademark below phase 29 of the Act. 

For passing off : An proprietor of a hallmark who has now no longer registered his mark is likewise 
entitled to safety of his mark if he's the previous user, his mark has obtained area of expertise and 
there may be misrepresentation via way of means of each person else with reference to his items 
that's probably to mislead the applicable public. 

The Bombay High Court in People Interactive (India) Pvt. Ltd. v Vivek Pahwa & Ors., handled a 
passing off dispute among shaadi.com and secondshaadi.com. The courtroom docket dominated in 
favor of the defendants and held that the word  shaadi  is general and normally descriptive. The 
courtroom docket held that obtaining a secondary which means could always suggest that the 
phrase has transcended its authentic connotation and references solely with inside the public 
thoughts the precise holder of the mark; the number one which means have to were lost. This 
became now no longer the case here, stated the courtroom docket, because the most effective 
number one which means became the vacation spot at the internet.In 2018, in Bigtree 
Entertainment v Brain Seed Sportainment, the Delhi High Court recently denied the Plaintiffs, 
proprietors and owners of the website bookmyshow.com, an interim injunction against the 
Defendant s use of the domain bookmysports.com.  

6. Conclusion 

Hence, it's miles abundantly clean that domains function essential factors in exchange and any 
industrial interest at the internet. Especially, for the ones businesses, who paintings completely on 
the web platform, safety in their domains is of paramount importance. Since, domains go beyond 
geographical boundaries, a harmonious global regulation on safety of domains is essential, similarly 
to the safety provided via way of means of Trademark Law in diverse jurisdictions individually. 
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